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Artificial intelligence (AI) is impacting our everyday lives in a myriad of ways. The 
use of algorithms, AI agents and big data techniques also creates unprecedented 
opportunities for the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of 
criminal offences and the efficiency of the criminal justice system. Equally, 
however, the rapid increase of AI and big data in criminal justice raises a plethora 
of criminological, ethical, legal and technological questions and concerns, eg 
about enhanced surveillance and control in a pre-crime society and the risk of 
bias or even manipulation in (automated) decision-making. In view of the stakes 
involved, the need for regulation of AI and its alignment with human rights, 
democracy and the rule of law standards has been amply recognised, both 
globally and regionally. The lawfulness, social acceptance and overall legitimacy 
of AI, big data and automated decision-making in criminal justice will depend 
on a range of factors, including (algorithmic) transparency, trustworthiness, non-
discrimination, accountability, responsibility, effective over-sight, data protection, 
due process, fair trial, access to justice, effective redress and remedy. Addressing 
these issues and raising awareness on AI systems’ capabilities and limitations 
within criminal justice is needed to be better prepared for the future that is now 
upon us.

This special issue on ‘Artificial intelligence, big data and automated decision-
making in criminal justice’ comprises topical and innovative papers on the above 
issues, centred around AI and big data in predictive detection and policing, 
liability issues and jurisdictional challenges prompted by crimes involving AI, and 
AI-assisted and automated actuarial justice or adjudication of criminal cases.
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ALGORITHMIC DECISIONS WITHIN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
ECOSYSTEM AND THEIR PROBLEM MATRIX  

By Krisztina Karsai* 
 

Abstract 

This paper highlights the social-legal environment of criminal justice through identifying and 
defining the different needs and possibilities of deploying algorithmic decision-making solutions 
in the distinct stages of the criminal procedure. A peculiar paradox prevails in this area: although 
no comprehensive policy on the use of algorithms and algorithmic decision-making exists in the 
justice process, the application of tools using such technology is almost universal. The objective of 
this paper is to introduce the main challenges in this regard and to present arguments as to why 
the applications of algorithms within criminal justice is not evidential simply because technology 
enables it. The paper follows theoretical criminology methods and addresses issues and principles 
both from criminology and from criminal law perspectives. Six main criteria are identified, which 
support explaining both the lack of necessity and the lack of compliance with system-relevant 
values and characters of criminal justice regarding the application of algorithms. The following 
criteria are discussed: adaptation traps (the interplay perceived between algorithmizing data and 
information relevant for criminal justice); the myth of objective truth and of convincing the judge 
(identifying the main goal of the criminal procedure and describing the goals are to be achieved if 
algorithms are to play any role in the procedure); the very theoretic paradigms of criminal law and 
criminology (how these system-shaping paradigms will be eroded – or revolutionized – by algo-
rithmic thinking); the immanent non-mathematisable values of criminal justice (how non-coded 
values can or cannot play a role in algorithmic solutions); the ‘bad’ subjectivity (whether or not 
subjectivity of the judge should be excluded), and the purity of the data (why specific data related 
to criminal justice are simply unusable as training datasets for algorithmic solutions).  

1 Introduction and Objectives 

This paper highlights the social-legal environment of criminal justice by identifying and 
defining the different needs and possibilities of deploying algorithmic decision-making 
solutions (ADM)1 in the distinct stages of criminal procedures. The objectives of this pa-
per are to introduce the main conceptual challenges in this regard and to present argu-
ments as to why the application of algorithms is far from evidential within the criminal 
justice system, even though technology at hand would provide means for us to do so. 
The paper follows theoretical criminology methods and addresses issues and principles 

 
* Full Professor of Law, University of Szeged, Faculty of Law and Political Sciences, Institute of Criminal 
Law and Criminal Science. For correspondence: <karsai.krisztina@juris.u-szeged.hu>. 
1 ‘Algorithms need not be software: in the broadest sense, they are encoded procedures for transforming 
input data into a desired output, based on specified calculations. The procedures name both a problem 
and the steps by which it should be solved.’ Tarleton Gillespie, ‘The Relevance of Algorithms’ in Tarleton 
Gillespie and others (eds), Media Technologies Essays on Communication, Materiality, and Society (MIT Press 
Scholarship Online 2014).  
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from both criminology and criminal law. The theoretical framework of this study is 
shaped by the (Central) European continental legal system and by both static and dy-
namic characteristics of criminal justice; therefore, application of my conclusions to other 
legal systems would first require wise adaptation and further research. Finally, I elabo-
rate on some of the issues – or purported ‘traps’ that push most criminal law profession-
als into the so-called ‘uncanny valley’2 about the rise of algorithmic or machine decision 
making, so that identification can facilitate further research and discussion of the issues 
involved. 

In 1963, Lawlor stated that ‘given a chance, computers can help the legal profession in at 
least three very important ways. Computers can help find the law, they can help analyse 
the law and they can help lawyers and lower court judges to predict or anticipate deci-
sions.’3 He believed that the trustworthy prediction of judicial decisions is dependent 
upon a scientific understanding of the functioning of the law and how facts and legal 
norms impact judges and judicial decisions. Indeed, almost sixty years later we have 
made immense advances in this field, but the latent infiltration of algorithmic solutions 
without clear scientific reasoning has guided development in a direction different from 
Lawlor’s prediction. Moreover, the Collingridge dilemma4 is undeniably evident – the 
dilemma of control over new technologies versus innovation has yet to be; rather, the 
development was simply allowed to flow. The ‘latent infiltration’ of such technologies is 
obvious.5 As expected, the technological and legal advent of ‘big data’ as a cultural, tech-
nological and scholarly phenomenon can be identified as key factors in the changed land-
scape. As Boyd and Crawford stated, ‘big data’ is the interplay of ‘[t]echnology: maxim-
izing computation power and algorithmic accuracy to gather, analyse, link, and compare 
large data sets. Analysis: drawing on large data sets to identify patterns in order to make 
economic, social, technical, and legal claims. Mythology: the widespread belief that large 
data sets offer a higher form of intelligence and knowledge that can generate insights 
that were previously impossible, with the aura of truth, objectivity, and accuracy’.6 

 
2 ’Uncanny valley’ is a specific psychological phenomenon in connection with robots: humans develop 
unsettling feelings if robots are too human-like, introduced in 1970. Bibi van den Berg B, ‘The Uncanny 
Valley Everywhere?’ in Simone Fischer-Hübner and others (eds), Privacy and Identity Management for Life 
(Springer 2010). 
3 Reed C. Lawlor, ’What computers can do: analysis and prediction of judicial decisions’ [1963] ABAJ 49. 
4 ‘[A]ttempting to control a technology is difficult…because during its early stages, when it can be con-
trolled, not enough can be known about its harmful social consequences to warrant controlling its devel-
opment; but by the time these consequences are apparent, control has become costly and slow.’ The di-
lemma descripted by David Collingridge is cited and analysed by Audley Genus, Andy Stirling, ‘Collin-
gridge and the dilemma of control: Towards responsible and accountable innovation’ [2017] Research 
Policy < http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2017.09.012>. 
5 Rebecca Wexler, ’Life, Liberty, and Trade Secrets: Intellectual Property in the Criminal Justice System’ 
[2018] SLRV 70. 
6 Danah Boyd, Kate Crawford, ’Critical questions for Big Data. Provocations for a cultural, technological, 
and scholarly phenomenon’ [2012] Information, Communication & Society 662. 
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2 Algorithms in the Criminal Justice Ecosystem  

The global conceptualisation of the broad infiltration and deep intrusion of algorithms 
into the everyday life of our societies speaks about ‘governing algorithms’7 and about 
‘algorithmic governmentality’8 and calls for ethical and legal opportunities of applying 
ADM solutions within the justice sectors of societies. Moreover, ‘we are witnessing a 
gradual movement away from the traditional, retrospective, individualized model of 
criminal justice, which prioritises a deliberated and personalised approach to pursuing 
justice and truth, towards a prospective, aggregated model, which involves a more os-
tensibly efficient, yet impersonal and distanced, approach. “Actuarial justice” is based on 
a “risk management” or “actuarial” approach to the regulation of crime and the admin-
istration of justice.’9  

The utilization of tools applying such technologies is almost universal, but their applica-
tions are fragmented. In many situations, the impact of the decision on people can be 
significant, especially as regards access to credit, employment,10 medical treatment11 and 
judicial sentences,12 among other things.13 Although the emergence of these devices is 
considered a technological advancement, we have failed to consider systemic differences 
and specifics, and have perhaps even neglected to realise them. The novelty of the prob-
lems combined with the exclusion of analogue solutions (not algorithmic decision-mak-
ing) have led to the present situation of running into confrontation due to their presence 
and worldwide massive penetration. The application of ADM solutions can be funda-
mentally different depending on the stage of the criminal justice ecosystem (or ‘pipeline’) 
at which they are implemented. ADM solutions can be deployed for prevention, detec-
tion, investigation, prosecution of crimes, in courts’ proceedings and during the penal 
execution.  

 
7 Solon Barocas and others, ‘Governing Algorithms: A Provocation Piece’ [2013] SSRN <http://dx.doi.org/ 
10.2139/ssrn.2245322> accessed 15 October 2021. 
8 Antoinette Rouvroy, Thomas Berns, ‘Gouvernementalité algorithmique et perspectives d'émancipation’ 
Réseaux [2013] 177 <http://doi.org10.3917/res.177.0163> accessed 15 October 2021. 
9 Amber Marks and others, ‘Automatic Justice? Technology, Crime, and Social Control’ in Roger 
Brownsword and others (eds) The Oxford Handbook of the Law and Regulation of Technology (OUP 2017). 
10 Sifting through personal emails for personality profiling in Finland. See more in Brigitte Alfter and 
others, ‘Automating Society: Taking Stock of Automated Decision-Making in the EU’ (AlgorithmWatch 2019) 
11 Allocating treatment for patients in the public health system in Italy. See more in Brigitte Alfter et al. 
(2019) 88. 
12 Police officers apply facial recognition algorithms to identify suspects (or victims) appearing in record-
ings from a crime scene, and judges use risk assessment ADM solutions for bail, sentencing and parole 
decisions based on an individual’s demographic characteristics and criminal history (and in order to pre-
dict recidivism).  
13 Some further examples include the ADM solutions used by airport security for assessing risks posed 
by airline passengers (no-flight lists); the automated processing of traffic offences in France or algorithmic 
identification of children possibly vulnerable to be neglected (Denmark). Konrad Lischka, Anita Klinger, 
Wenn Maschinen Menschen Bewerten (Bertelsmann 2017). 
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3 Problem Matrix of the Criminal Justice Application of Algorithms 

The purpose of criminal justice is to punish the perpetrator of a crime, ie one who violates 
the coexistence rules of society (retaliation), and to prevent that person or anyone else 
from committing another (new) crime (prevention goal and deterrence objective). At the 
system level, we believe this punishment ensures the functioning of society and the fight 
against crime and, where appropriate, the reduction of crime. It is undeniable that ADM 
solutions are to some extent present in the full spectrum of criminal justice, in the most 
general sense, helping human decision-making with a purpose appropriate to their use. 
In light of the Collingridge dilemma, however, we are here today because the latent in-
filtration of these devices has left us incapable of answering the original questions. Sum-
marising these questions is appropriate, even if we are yet unable to reassuringly answer 
them. Of course, a narrative exists in which meaningful answers can be presented, but 
that does not fall within the frame of modern, rule of law criminal justice that humanity 
has spent the past two centuries developing and fighting for – instead, this is something 
completely different – and I will return to this at the end of this paper. In my opinion, 
the original questions are based along the lines of six main criteria; these problems stem 
directly from the purpose, function and internal structure of criminal justice as a social 
subsystem (six criteria of the problem matrix).  

Algorithmic solutions can be used for description (recognition of patterns), for the explo-
ration of correlations and for prediction. The resulting new information and facts and 
their application in the criminal justice chain can be identified along specific sub-objec-
tives. The descriptive algorithm may be suitable for: 

− identifying the perpetrator, the victim, the witness (facial recognition, linking perso-
nal datasets); 

− establishing a pattern for certain offences committed; 
− establishing a pattern for scenes; 
− establishing probability of who the perpetrator of a committed crime was; 
− determining how the court ‘usually’ decides. 

By all means, the results of the descriptive analysis can be based on a variety of theoret-
ical constructions, ie what data are used and why; thus, for example, past similar char-
acteristics or identical conditions; factors to which the outcome is ‘presumably’ related, 
etc. The resulting outcome can serve as a basis for actions of the authorities, ie official 
decision-making, thus supporting a decision to order police action and law enforcement 
operations. The last two possible outcomes, although this has not yet appeared in crimi-
nal cases, would present the possibility for the results of the algorithm to support the 
court’s decision or possibly even replace it.  

As such, based on established patterns, a predictive algorithm would be capable of fore-
seeing (for example):  

− the likelihood and location of certain criminal offences; 
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− the likelihood of recidivism; 
− the possible location of a sought person or object; 
− the likelihood of becoming a victim;14 
− the likelihood of becoming an offender; 
− how the court is likely to decide; 
− whether an incarcerated person is at risk for attempted suicide.15 

While the results obtained in this way can be used in a manner similar to prescriptive 
systems, this method allows for the imposition of protective measures (specific crime 
prevention) and recidivism quality to be taken into consideration. On the other hand, 
classification can be distinct based on whether we are discussing big data-based algo-
rithms or ‘traditional’ risk assessment-based, statistical algorithms, where the latter are 
characterised by the inclusion of variables and data verified by the criminological meth-
odology in the algorithm, whereas in the former case, the algorithm works with data 
outside of criminal justice, and affirmations are often not delivered by criminology or 
another type of social research. 

3.1 Adaptation traps 

The basic premise of criminology is that crime as a social phenomenon and as the indi-
vidual phenomenon (the commission of a crime by an individual) can depend on factors 
outside of criminal justice, ie it is based not only on what constitutes a crime, how thor-
ough the police are or how well-functioning crime prevention is, but also on the individ-
ual’s own circumstances, which is why the use of big data (almost always personal or 
person-related data) seems revolutionary and promising. That is not the problem. How-
ever, the appearance of big data and the essentially unlimited possibilities for its analysis 
means that a wide variety of data can be examined collectively by algorithms, namely 
the exploration of data that has not been researched in relation to its own characteristics 
or to crime, due to the absence of a basic theoretical model. If by connecting large 
amounts of data, an algorithm is able to detect correlations, we tend to think that this pattern 
indicates a causal link. In many cases, however, accepted scientific methodology cannot be 
used to establish the correctness and explanatory power of the correlation, yet we still 
have a tendency to assume that if there is an abundance of data, there must also be a 

 
14 According to Perry and his research team, predictive policing, as part of the criminal justice ecosystem, 
can be divided into four broad categories: 1. Methods for predicting crimes: These are approaches used 
to predict places where and times at which there is an increased risk of crime. 2. Methods for predicting 
offenders: These approaches identify individuals likely to become offenders in the future. 3. Methods for 
predicting perpetrators’ identities: These techniques are used to create profiles that accurately match 
likely offenders with specific past crimes. 4. Methods for predicting victims of crimes: Like those methods 
that focus on offenders, crime locations and times of heightened risk, these approaches are used to iden-
tify groups or, in some cases, individuals who are likely to become victims of crime. Walter R. Perry, 
“Hollywood: Predictive policing: The Role of Crime Forecasting in Law Enforcement Operations” [Rand Corpo-
rations 2013]. 
15 A historical overview provided by Kevin Ashley, ‘A Brief History of Changing Roles of Case Prediction 
in AI and Law’ [2019] Law in Context 36. 
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pattern (correlation). Moreover, the mentioned so-called ‘aura’16 surrounds the myth of 
big data; however, this so-called aura is not scientifically proven. 

The most significant and most common purpose of utilising ADM systems has been and 
continues to be the exploitation of algorithms to improve human capabilities, as such sys-
tems are capable of processing much more information in much less time than humans. The 
efficiency factor is thus the most paramount theoretical justification for the application 
of these systems. Coupled with this is the aforementioned – scientifically unproven – 
fallacy that more data will lead to the discovery of new layers of reality that have hitherto 
been hidden from the human mind. Drawing upon all of these factors, we may falsely 
arrive at the conclusion that the application of such systems will provide us with due 
assistance within criminal justice, so as to say that deconstructing the past (the criminal 
act committed) in an attempt to reconstruct the future (the application of punishment) 
will result in novel findings. 

As I mentioned, ADM tools that are utilized in criminal justice have two functions. Even 
if covariance causes are unknown, identifying the correlations can be useful in building 
an understanding of the functioning of a given crime phenomenon. Then, coupled with 
the results of predictions based on the former, we may be able to influence the overall 
social patterns of crime (obviously in the direction of decline), and accordingly, from a 
crime control perspective, the lack of a scientific foundation could then be acceptable. 

3.2 The myth of objective truth of the past and of the conviction of the judge 

The conviction of the perpetrator and the coercive execution of penalties are based on 
the assumption that under criminal proceedings, the decision made is in accordance with 
the truth, that the crime was committed by the accused and was committed as stated in 
the judgement. Judicial certainty establishes truth, that is, it describes what happened. 
Unveiling the past in its entirety is not actually possible, nor can criminal justice rely on 
complete certainty, so the approach used is approximate: it requires judicial conviction 
(European systems) or certainty beyond reasonable doubt (Anglo-Saxon systems). And 
although professional regulations try to minimise the risk of its occurrence, the possibil-
ity of error is an inherent part of the system; on the one hand, in terms of the limits of 
perception about the past,17 and on the other, in terms of its (human) evaluation process. 
This, in fact, also means that the truth accepted by a judicial decision (the exploration of 
a past act) can also be perceived on a probabilistic basis in the sense of how close it is to 
the real events. However, we have no means for measuring this; the judge or jury making 
the decision must assume 100% certainty. Everyone else – depending on their procedural 
position or on the lack of it – would have a different estimate if asked. This also means 
that from an external objective point of view, a probabilistic decision is made in any case. 
If algorithms were developed to calculate the probability of commission by the accused 

 
16 Boyd and Crawford, Critical questions for Big Data (n 6). 
17 Fenyvesi Csaba, ’World Tendencies of Forensic Sciences in XXI Century Criminalist’ [2014] Journal of 
Yaroslav the Wise National Law University 9. 
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based on all available data (data pertaining to the act, the perpetrator, investigative ac-
tions, etc.), then, depending on the scaling, the resulting outcomes would be, for exam-
ple: “It’s more than 75% likely to have been committed by XY” or “it’s more than 50% 
likely to have been…” or possibly “it’s not more than 60% likely to have been…”. This is 
quite incongruous to the current paradigm of thinking, even if we see that a 100% con-
viction, as mentioned, actually refers to the subjective probability of the decision-making 
judge (or members of the body). In other words, from a different perspective, we can 
pose the following question: on an overall societal level, which probability would we 
rather accept to be the decisive one – the approximate truth established by the court or 
the probability offered by the algorithm? 

For the sake of completeness, the criterion according to which we should choose among 
the two mentioned options of decisive probability should be accompanied by two sup-
plementing observations. First, probabilistic decision-making appears prominently in 
criminal justice in the course of expert activity: as the relative probability of occurrence 
of the alleged fact or the probability of the plausibility of the claim18 (for example, in 
determining from which weapon a bullet was fired, whose fingerprint, whose DNA, who 
the father is, who signed it, whose voice can be heard on a recording, could the driver 
have stopped, had he been travelling at the permitted speed, what is the active substance 
content of the confiscated drug based, etc..). Moreover, on account of advances in modern 
technology, we are witnessing a ‘rise in the level of probability’19 in criminal justice. The 
development of this field has been facilitated by several notorious cases in which the 
probability established by the expert had filtered into the judge’s decision through the 
‘the prosecutor's fallacy or error’.20  

The second observation supplementing this critical criterion regards the fact that in other 
branches of justice, such as in property matters, certainty may not be required, in the light 
of general life experience, to rule out conflicting alternatives and the reasonable doubt 
they create. In civil litigation, depending on the subject matter of the litigation, the ex-
pected level of probability required for the formation of a judicial conviction may even 
vary from case to case.21 The role of probability in relation to causation, culpability and 
the amount of compensation is particularly characteristic for civil litigation.22 

 
18 Orbán József, ’Comparison of Applicability of Bayesian and Frequentist Statistics in Criminal Law’ 
[2013] Internal Security 1; Michael J Saks, ’History of the Law’s Reception of Forensic Science’ in Jay A 
Siegel, Pekka J Sauko (eds) Encyclopaedia of Forensic Sciences [2013]. 
19 Fenyvesi, ‘World tendencies’ (n 17). 
20 See more William C. Thompson, Edward L. Schumann, ’The Prosecutor’s fallacy and the defence attor-
ney’s fallacy’ [1987] Law and Human Behavior 3. 
21 Mark Schweizer, ’The civil standard of proof – what is it actually?’ [2016] The International Journal of 
Evidence & Proof Volume 3; Marco Di Bello, ’Plausibility and probability in juridical proof’ [2019] The Inter-
national Journal of Evidence & Proof 1; Alex Biedermann, Joelle Vuille, ’The decisional nature of probability 
and plausibility assessment in juridicial evidence and proof’ [2018] International Commentary on Evidence 
1. 
22 Julia Mortera, Philip Dawid, ’Probability and Evidence’ and Basil C. Bitas, ’Probability in the Court-
room’ in Tamás Rudas (ed.) Handbook of Probability [SAGE 2008]. 
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To sum up, in relation to the theory of past truth and its role in criminal proceedings, it 
must be decided whether we seek to capture the probability offered by the algorithm, 
guided by the idea that it will be somehow more advantageous than the current para-
digm in which the judicial decision (and any mistakes) is accepted as an approximate 
framework of past truth. 

3.3 The twin towers of criminal science  

Criminal law and criminology provide basic theoretical constructs that work towards the 
exclusion of algorithmic solutions, namely due to the existence of a general consensus 
and to a lack of refutation otherwise contradicting their inclusion. Here, I discuss four 
major paradigms. 

Crime is a complex social phenomenon; this phenomenon represents the unity of two mu-
tually inseparable yet conceptually distinct components. One element is the violation of 
criminal law norms, ie the human behaviour; the other is the person violating the crimi-
nal law norm. Quantitatively, the two components are also distinct. The reasons for this 
can be found both in the design of the legal systems and in the activities of law enforce-
ment authorities. The difference between the two sides is strengthened by the fact that 
the number of persons and acts are not the same, because a person can commit several 
acts to be prosecuted, or an act that physically appears to be a single occurrence of crime 
can lead to more people being prosecuted.23 It is a criminologically well-known fact that 
the whole crime, the crime as a whole, cannot be known (eg due to underreporting etc.) 
and therefore cannot be statistically captured to its full extent.24 The known part of the 
crime, the crimes that have become known, and the range of offenders detected are the 
ones to whom statistical methods can be applied. The difference between total and 
known crime is latent crime, the extent, structure, temporal and spatial changes of which 
are unknown. The branch of criminology concerned with latent crime seeks to explore 
an unknown set, but even at a societal level, this is only suitable for an approximate de-
scription of the phenomenon. It is also clear that this is not a matter of technology – at 
least to the best of our knowledge today, as accuracy or certainty would only be provided 
by real-time recording and subsequent ‘traceability’ of all past events. The dark figure of 
crime (latent crime) therefore remains a black box25, as algorithms, information and data 
cannot be extracted from this segment. This also means that future estimates based on 
revealed crime data are not based on reality, but only on a part of it, and are therefore 

 
23 See more John MacDonald, ’Measuring Crime and Criminality’ (Routledge 2017). 
24 The opposite opinion will be represented by Perry and his team by mentioning that criminals and vic-
tims follow common life patterns; overlaps in those patterns indicate an increased likelihood of crime. 
Geographic and temporal features influence the where and when of those patterns; as they move within 
those patterns, criminals make ‘rational’ decisions about whether to commit crimes, taking into account 
such factors as the area, the target’s suitability and the risk of getting caught. Perry and others, Holly-
wood… (n 14). 
25 See more Ales Zavrsnik, ’Algorithmic justice: Algorithms and big data in criminal justice settings’ EJC 
[2019] 1. 
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necessarily biased, so hardly any argument can be made in favour of accepting their 
‘truth’.  

Central to criminal justice is the crime, the commission of which triggers the machinery, 
which is then directly aimed at proving the commission of a crime and establishing re-
sponsibility. Crime is a normative category, having different content through time and 
space. What constitutes a crime in a given country is a moral social issue embedded in 
the ‘technical’ framework of criminal law, which sometimes has a political connotation. 
It follows that, although a significant proportion of behaviours treated as crimes here 
and now are and will always be crimes (murder, theft, sexual violence, robbery etc.); their 
legal classification may nonetheless change, not to mention other ‘non-classical’ offences 
(tax evasion, computer fraud, abortion, etc.). This means that even the data available on 
the crimes committed cannot form a future estimate precisely, because of the capacity of 
the legislator to bring about changes.26  

Modern (rule of law-based) criminal justice systems focus on the perpetrator's act; criminal 
justice or the application of criminal law must focus on the act committed – the perpetra-
tor and his or her characteristics cannot be decisive factors in assessment. Meanwhile, 
the dominance and acceptance of criminal law does not limit the use of ADM tools that 
do not predict an individual’s future actions. For example, the latest ‘star weapons’27 in 
crime prevention are those that basically predict individual future crime based either on 
individual or community data and undermine the criminal law provisions on the crimi-
nal act. However, this development can logically be understood as meaning that if pre-
diction were to be viewed as a means for crime prevention rather than law enforcement, 
then criminal procedural guarantees could be otherwise construed – but in reality, such 
reclassification could not be a means of circumventing human rights.  

If we want an algorithm that works with factual data related to specific crimes and that 
it thus ‘identifies’ the perpetrator or ‘predicts’ the commission of a crime, we also face 
the limitations of perceiving the reality, as each criminal case is unique, and the cases (the 
acts of crime) are shaped by many unknown causes or variables. Individual cases with 
their unique sets of factual circumstances are less processable algorithmically. Here, too, 

 
26 Data are further distorted by internal theoretical and practical rules of criminal law. For example, for-
merly, the crime of child pornography (essentially any conduct related to recordings of under-18s) had 
for years been recorded in statistics in the order of tens of thousands of commissions in Hungary, because 
if the perpetrator had owned and possessed multiple recordings, then the case was recorded as counts 
based on the number of recordings that were seized, each recording being equivalent to one count. This 
practice was modified to tallying the number of minors involved – based on a statistical approach; from 
a statistical perspective, we could say that this type of crime has drastically decreased in Hungary – but 
in reality, it has not. 
27 Leo Kelion, ‘Crime Prediction Software “Adopted by 14 UK Police Forces”’ BBC News (UK, 4 February 
2019) <https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-47118229> accessed 15 October 2021. 
See Charles Raab and others, Ethics Advisory Report for West Midlands Police (The Alan Turing Institute 
2017) <https://www.turing.ac.uk/research/publications/ethics-advisory-report-west-midlands-police> 
accesssed 15 October 2021. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-47118229
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the question that could be raised is whether or not we would accept the tendency-based 
decisions of algorithms. 

3.4 Non-mathematisable system-identical values 

The operation of the rule of law, the peaceful coexistence of people and, of course, the 
changing world all hold many values that cannot be directly expressed in the specific 
legal norm in the “legal algorithm”.28 At best – in terms of algorithmisation – the written 
constitution of a country or binding international legal instruments underpin these val-
ues. At worst, the historical constitution or customary international law would have to 
be added to the sources of interpretation in order for the ‘legal formula’ to properly func-
tion. Justice, fairness, fundamental and human rights are values that should be treated 
as constant ‘variables’ in the ‘legal algorithm’. Unfortunately, the content outlines of these 
values are not constant; at best, their core can be provided with an interpretation that is 
clear and thus can be subject to algorithmisation. If this path is followed, the recorded 
content can, of course, be coded into any ‘legal algorithm’, but this is likely to narrow the 
scope (content) of the principle. 

Moreover, these values affect not only the meaning of the ‘legal algorithm’ but also the 
application of the ‘legal algorithm’ within criminal justice. In particular, this affects the 
right to individual liberty or human dignity; therefore, the algorithmisation of the re-
quirement of due process seems to be an impossible undertaking. 

It should also be pointed out that it was the software used in the US to predict recidivism 
(old-fashioned systems based on psychological risk analysis) that shed light on the fact 
that social coexistence values have developed in the 21st century that make the emerging 
correlations and patterns unacceptable, or at least render the use of the resulting corre-
lations in decision-making (or in decision support) impossible. This is because these re-
lationships are associated with protected characteristics such as gender, race, religion, 
and so on. And while correlations, and possibly causal relationships may be statistically 
true, in a social – and possibly political – context, we do not want this to be the case. 
Meanwhile, from a statistical perspective, algorithms are precisely designed to ‘discrim-
inate’ on the basis of social consensus on certain values; in particular, the human rights 
requirement of the prohibition of discrimination makes certain forms of discrimination 
unacceptable.29 

In principle, of course, it is also conceivable that our algorithm can also recognise pat-
terns that are output by other variables that are not directly coded into the ‘legal algo-
rithm’ and thus have an impact on fairness, due process, and fundamental rights require-
ments in a particular case. The problem, however, is that compiling enough of such cases 

 
28 A legal norm as a tool of algorithmic problem solving is: if in case A (hypothesis), XY behaves in a 
manner of B (disposition), then C will be the consequence (sanction, compulsory measure which is a legal 
effect or legal disadvantage). 
29 Lilian Edwards, Michael Veale, ’Slave to the Algorithm’ DLTR [2017] 12.  
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is highly unlikely, even in legal systems serving the peaceful coexistence of a larger pop-
ulation, so their use as learner data would not lead to adequate results. 

Regarding this criterion, it is worth returning once again to the question of objective truth 
and the legal consequences associated with it. The ‘litmus test’30 of criminal justice is the 
achievement of the aforementioned judicial certainty, so the role of doubt is therefore 
crucial: if there is no certainty, if doubt remains, it can only lead to acquittal. However, 
this key feature of criminal justice cannot be used if the result of the calculation of the 
algorithm is scalable, ie if it shows the result as a percentage or on any scale instead of a 
clear ‘yes’ or a ‘no’ (eg the probability of guilt or the probability of the crime having been 
committed, or perhaps whether the person perpetrated the act or not). Under the current 
principle (if doubt exists, conviction will not be made) would certainly not be applicable 
in such a scalable paradigm, but this could be circumvented by still accepting some ‘de-
gree’ of quantified doubt within ‘judgement certainty’. This would mean, for example, 
an 80% or 90% probability of a conviction.31 

3.5 The ‘bad’ subjectivity 

Exclusion of the subjective component of the human factor in relation to automatic data 
processing and consequent decision-making may arise as an advantage. Throughout the 
entire ecosystem of the criminal justice, achieving the set goals requires a series of human 
decisions. 

More specifically, a judicial decision is a human decision, so it is evident that the subject 
of the judge influences the content of his or her decision. An important system-shaping 
element is that the legal education, the professional conditions, and the socialisation of 
becoming a judge guarantee non-subjective professionalism; therefore, it is assumed that 
undesirable subjectivity does not appear in decisions. It is critical to clearly define what 
we consider to be a subjective component that we would prefer to banish from algorith-
mic decision-making. The subjectivity of the judge — in modern criminal justice — is key 
to humanity, values that are central to democracies based on the rule of law. Emphasis 
should be placed on the importance of life experience for the judiciary, which comprises 
the totality of the actions or other manifestations of different people observed in different 
life situations and includes their comparison and the ability to build upon and draw con-
clusions from these. The Subject-Judge helps to recognise the problem and then translate 
the decision into real life. The judge mediates community content and community values 
and integrates the procedure and the decision into the social coexistence. Based on all 
this, the subjectivity of the judge – the human decision-maker – actually serves as a kind 
of control or a factor that allows for the decision to remain within a lucid and logical 
framework and enables the decision to be made at all. On the other hand, clearly other 
features of subjectivity also influence the decision, but not at the professional level.32 The 

 
30 Zavrsnik, Algorithmic justice (n 25). 
31 Further details see Marco Di Bello, ’Trial by statistics: is a high probability of guilt enough to convict?’ 
Mind [2019] 512. 
32 See more, for example Tania Sourdin, ‘Judge v. robot?’ [2018] UNSW Law Journal 4. 
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basic premise of modern criminal procedure is the exclusivity and omnipotence of the 
intellect, along with the promise that there will be no room for emotion alongside rea-
son.33  

Thus, the idea that automatic decision-making could eliminate the ‘bad’ subjective com-
ponent is understandable. However, this is neither practical nor possible in our current 
context of criminal justice, especially in the phases of the criminal procedure that follow 
the detection stage. For if this were the goal, we would then merely replace the subject-
relevant psychological risk of judicial decision-making with the risk logic of algorithms. 
This, of course, could be pure objectivity and thus an acceptable new paradigm, but if 
algorithms in criminal justice cannot work with pure data (see the next criterion – under 
section 3.6.), no added value would result from swapping the two types of risk. Further-
more, the possibility of judicial discretion capable of dealing with the uniqueness of cases 
would be lost, and the consideration of the essential values already mentioned in the 
fourth criterion would be undermined. 

Professional competence is treated as an axiom of judicial (human) decision-making, as 
one of the most important safeguards and, at the same time, as a key element of a fair, 
non-arbitrary and humane justice system. One might also think that if this component 
were taken away from the formula, incompetent and unacceptable decisions would be 
made. However, the combination of probabilistic decision-making and criteria that focus 
on the human decision-maker yields surprising results that may override this paradigm, 
where appropriate. Scientific research also deals with whether it is possible to foresee the 
expected decision of a court, even without a detailed legal examination of the cases, ie 
whether the professional component in decision-making could as such be waived. 

In a 2016 study, decisions of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) were exam-
ined using the natural language processing method and, based on these, the researchers 
made predictive conclusions about the decisions, the existence of the alleged violation or 
its exclusion.34 Research was carried out on Articles 3, 6 and 8 of the ECHR in approxi-
mately 600 cases: relevant information and textual relationships were filtered out of the 
text file and transformed into learning data, and then the output became the binary code 
of the decision, ie whether there was an infringement in that case. This was then com-
pared to the actual decision, based on which it was concluded that the algorithm worked 
with an average accuracy of 79% (in an average of 79 cases out of 100 cases, the decision 
of the algorithm was in line with the decision made by the human judge), which is a 
fairly good result. Interesting results could be acquired through examination of the cases 
that received a ‘wrong’ prediction, and whether the conditions that set them apart from 

 
33 See more Russel Cropanzano and others, ’Social Justice and the Experience of Justice’ [Routledge 2011]. 
Moreover, in a research study published in 2017, the researchers used the US Supreme Court as an exam-
ple and demonstrated that the judges implicitly reveal their leanings during oral arguments, even before 
arguments and deliberations had been concluded. Bryce J. Dietrich and others, ‘Emotional Arousal Pre-
dicts Voting on the U.S. Supreme Court’ [2018] Political Analysis 2. 
34 Nikolaos Aletras and others, ’Predicting judicial decisions of the European Court of Human Rights’ 
PeerJ Computer Science [2016] < https://doi.org/10.7717/peerj-cs.93> accessed 1 October 2021. 
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the rest are identifiable. Unusual constellations may result depending on the outcome of 
the study, for example, cases in which a pattern could not be determined by the algo-
rithm, and with this, whether some circumstances had existed that ‘diverted’ the decision 
(eg, political or ‘harm-reducing’ is a less legitimate argument). 

A surprisingly similar study, published in 2017, is also worth mentioning. The study 
concerned the decisions of the US Supreme Court, and did not involve examining the 
legal reasoning of the underlying cases.35 The researchers examined the votes of judges 
in 240,000 decisions (28,000 cases between 1816 and 2015), judicial factual data (subject 
matter, fact of cited legislation, date of submission, the deciding court, procedural acts in 
the main proceedings, etc.), judges’ appointment data (identifiable political ideology), 
and decision-making characteristics (such as the likelihood of a dissenting opinion, etc.). 
The applied algorithm estimated the votes of each judge with an accuracy of almost 70–
72%.  

Professionalism and professional competence, as key components of human judicial de-
cision-making, were not included in the variables in a targeted and meaningful way in 
any of the mentioned research. And yet, in most cases, the algorithm resulted in predic-
tions in line with the judicial decisions. This can be a good basis for further research and 
a possible paradigm shift in machine decision-making and leaves us to decide whether – 
combining these results with the second criterion – the 72% or 79% accuracy can be a rate 
sufficient enough to replace decision-making. If based on the studies, we were to accept 
those rates and that decisions made by the algorithms are to a vast degree the same as 
those made by the human court, would we forgo court decision-making (efficiency, hu-
man resources, cost factors, time factor)? 

These research studies were conducted with non-criminal case analysis; moreover, the 
algorithms delivered predictions of courts, whereas the examination of these was limited 
to the questions of law – as both the ECtHR and the US Supreme Court cases were aimed 
at reviewing the legal compliance of an earlier decision. However, the discovery and 
identification of relevant facts is also necessary for the decisions of the ECtHR and the 
US Supreme Court, and thus is still comparable to judicial activity in criminal matters. 
Considering these, the degree of accuracy of the research results becomes surprising – 
these are the results that could be used to resolve cases if the second criterion of the matrix 
discussed here is resolved and accepted. The question of what would happen if we were 
to compare the results of algorithms with different logic working with the same data set 
will continue to remain open for some time to come. It is also questionable whether al-
gorithms for predicting the decisions of courts dealing with facts and law and those of 
courts dealing with questions of law alone should choose different paths, or whether the 
difference between the two types of judicial activity necessarily disappears during the 
process of algorithmisation. 

 
35 Daniel Martin Katz and others, ’A General Approach for Predicting the Behaviour of the Supreme Court 
of the United States’ [2017] Plos ONE 4. 
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3.6 Purity of algorithms – ‘you are what you eat’ 

The responses that result from the analysis of data and information (to support or replace 
human decisions) depend on the input data. For both algorithms following traditional 
methodologies and big data-based ADM solutions, the key issue is what data the algo-
rithm should be allowed to work with (ie learn from). It is a basic requirement that both 
the training and further datasets used be clear and unbiased; otherwise, the output, ei-
ther the pattern or the prediction, will certainly be objectionable. Within the justice field, 
this requirement raises several issues that are rather difficult to resolve.  

If the data used to ‘feed’ the algorithm are the previous court decisions themselves 
(meaning human decisions), then we assume and accept that all previous judicial (or 
possibly other official) decisions were legally correct, as we allow the algorithm to be 
based on drawn patterns. This starting point is obviously correct in legal terms, but a 
retrospective possibility to remedy errors exists in all legal systems, typically in the form of 
extraordinary legal remedies, therefore, changes as subsequent rewritten input modifies 
the database and changes the output. And this can have an impact on the decisions based 
on it, so such solutions should hardly be avoided. 

If past judicial decisions serve as the basis for the use of the ADM tool in criminal justice, 
the patterning potential of the subjective factors that may have appeared in past judicial 
decisions (discrimination, racism, etc.) may be filtered through the ‘uncovered’ contexts 
of the algorithm, ie we would exclude the infiltration of the human subject from the in-
dividual case, but allow it in its cumulative effect.36 A ‘shining’ example of this is the 
software COMPAS, which is used in many US jurisdictions for predicting reoffending 
patterns and to support judicial sanctioning. COMPAS was accused of being biased 
against black defendants because it classified a greater share of black defendants as high-
risk reoffenders than white defendants. Meanwhile, the algorithm assigned defendants 
scores from 1 to 10 that indicated how likely they were to reoffend based on more than 
100 factors, including age, sex, and criminal record, while race was not used (!) as an 
indicator.37 And yet, the differences incurred may have been the result of an interplay 
between the indicators, which represented (perhaps biased) former human decisions as 
criminal records or prior arrests (eg heavier policing in predominantly black neighbour-
hoods in certain areas).  

The question of data distillation as a fundamental activity in any database construction 
may arise. However, if the data entered as input are judicial decisions made based on the 
appropriate rules, representing ‘truth’ and legal correctness, it would be challenging to 
find a legitimate basis for cleaning the data.  

 
36 Zavrsnik, Algorithmic justice (n 25). 
37 Anthony W. Flores and others, ’False Positives, False Negatives, and False Analyses’ Community Re-
sources for Justice (US) 2017 <https://www.crj.org/assets/2017/07/9_Machine_bias_rejoinder.pdf> accessed 
15 October 2021. 
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Changing the reality of social coexistence is accompanied by a change in the law; it seems 
easy to incorporate legislative changes into the algorithms, but legal practice will not 
change, as the algorithms will not look for a new direction or new interpretation based 
on the ‘old’ pattern. This type of algorithmisation freezes the practice of law because even 
if human factors remain in the decision-making process, they do not receive a new or 
different impulse (the ADM solution provides results shaped by the ‘old’ pattern). And 
if human factors were to be fully excluded, the ‘algorithmic jurisprudence’ necessarily 
remains unchanged; it will no longer be possible to change it in an organic way as 
adapted by judges to the changing world. 

4 Further Discussion 

The present problem matrix contains inherently interrelated factors – the professional and 
scientific paradigms of the rule of law in criminal justice fundamentally lead the way, ie 
whether and to what extent there is room for algorithmic decision-making throughout 
the chain. It is also conceivable that, if we accept the correctness of previous decisions, 
the algorithms can ponder the chances of litigants winning the lawsuit, and the law will 
allow the parties to accept the higher probability and give legally binding status to the 
decisions so calculated. This, of course, does not override the specifics of criminal justice, 
but it can bring significant efficiencies and better resource management in other areas of 
law. The disengaged capacity can then be used in the human-intensive decision-making 
processes of criminal justice. Of course, it is also possible that the criteria problems dis-
cussed should be bridged through other solutions with a different basic paradigm and 
allow the twin towers of criminal science to collapse, in order to replace them with a new 
philosophy and a new type of criminal justice. It is possible that in the new paradigm, 
our knowledge of crime will be provided by databases, the relationships between infor-
mation or facts will be delivered by algorithms, crime action will shift towards prediction 
and crime prevention will be the main activity. If this is not successful, then automated 
justice will make the judgment.38 However, we have yet to arrive there. Until we can 
deliver proper answers to the questions raised by the stealth infiltration of algorithms, 
my position is the non-application of algorithmic systems within the criminal justice eco-
system (pipeline), and I propose for academia and legislative bodies to re-examine (in 
their own jurisdiction) the application of any of ADM solutions in the light of these cri-
teria and formulate doubts and new limitations they may bear. 
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is impacting our everyday lives in a myriad of ways. The 
use of algorithms, AI agents and big data techniques also creates unprecedented 
opportunities for the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of 
criminal offences and the efficiency of the criminal justice system. Equally, 
however, the rapid increase of AI and big data in criminal justice raises a plethora 
of criminological, ethical, legal and technological questions and concerns, eg 
about enhanced surveillance and control in a pre-crime society and the risk of 
bias or even manipulation in (automated) decision-making. In view of the stakes 
involved, the need for regulation of AI and its alignment with human rights, 
democracy and the rule of law standards has been amply recognised, both 
globally and regionally. The lawfulness, social acceptance and overall legitimacy 
of AI, big data and automated decision-making in criminal justice will depend 
on a range of factors, including (algorithmic) transparency, trustworthiness, non-
discrimination, accountability, responsibility, effective over-sight, data protection, 
due process, fair trial, access to justice, effective redress and remedy. Addressing 
these issues and raising awareness on AI systems’ capabilities and limitations 
within criminal justice is needed to be better prepared for the future that is now 
upon us.

This special issue on ‘Artificial intelligence, big data and automated decision-
making in criminal justice’ comprises topical and innovative papers on the above 
issues, centred around AI and big data in predictive detection and policing, 
liability issues and jurisdictional challenges prompted by crimes involving AI, and 
AI-assisted and automated actuarial justice or adjudication of criminal cases.
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